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We Give Our Best To Be Our Best

Our Vision: To enable all students to achieve their full potential and to develop into confident, well-rounded citizens.
Supervision Times:

8:15 Bus Travellers 8:30 Morning Yard Duty

3:30-3:45pm Afternoon Yard Duty
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

CALENDAR

As we bid farewell, au revior, sayonara, adios and hasta la vista to Term 2, we
would also like to bid a fond farewell to Ms Gab Patterson who is leaving our
school to pursue other career opportunities. We thank Gab for the care and
education she has provided so many students at both Inverloch and Kongwak
Primary Schools. Next term sees the welcome return of Mrs Kate Eldred from
family leave. Kate will be co teaching 3/4P with Mrs Renden.

July
13th Start Term 3

In last week’s virtual assembly, I asked the students to initiate
greetings to adults they encounter at school. After being away ill for
three days and with no follow up, my day was instantly brightened by
a hearty hello from Lucas in the foyer followed many, many hellos as students arrived and entered
school. Such a simple gesture has raised our spirits, shown our students how to connect with others
and how to start the day off positively feeling like they, and others belong.
Recreation Reserve-Netball courts
Our school has a great partnership with the Inverloch Recreation Reserve and we really value (and need) this
community resource for many school events and everyday parking. We ask the community to be respectful
of this partnership in the following way:
 Reinforce children not riding bikes, skateboards or scooters on the new netball courts which have already
been damaged by such use
 Not let children jump on and destroy the new native plants they have planted
 Park and drive carefully in a clockwise direction
Thank you
As the Term 2 comes to a close, I would like to genuinely thank the staff for ‘adjusting the sails’ and
continue to provide education to our students during one of the most challenging times in
education’s history. Their adaptability, resilience, persistence, tolerance, problem solving and
willingness has been commendable and know we can journey forward through future ‘unknown
waters’. We’re not sure what Term 3 will bring, but we we’ll sail forth-thanks crew!
Just wanted to say..

Congratulations to the year 2s who organised

Dae and her friends for making a clay

and successfully played their own game of

sculpture and so proudly presenting it to me-

Round the World Rock, Paper, Scissors

it’s in the trophy cabinet!

The Junior students for playing on backtrack
with the spirit of ‘Getting Along’.

Take Care, Brett Smith

You can’t change the wind, but you can adjust the sail.

